Introduction of target cliffs as a concept to identify and describe complex molecular selectivity patterns.
The study of target specificity or selectivity of small molecules is an important task in drug design. In an ideal situation, a compound would exclusively interact with an individual target and hence be target specific. However, such exclusive binding events are likely to be rare, as increasing evidence suggests. Because many compounds are active against more than one target, apparent selectivity often results from potency differences, i.e., a compound that is highly potent against a given target and weakly potent against one or more others displays target selectivity. In a simple case, a compound might have known activity against a pair of targets and be selective for one over the other. Then, selectivity is straightforward to rationalize. However, there are many more complex selectivity relationships associated with multi-target activities of compounds that are difficult to analyze and compare in a consistent manner. For this purpose, we introduce herein target cliffs as a concept to describe complex selectivity patterns. A target cliff is defined as a pair of targets against which at least one compound displays a large difference in potency. As such, target cliffs are distinct from activity cliffs. However, qualifying target pairs (target cliffs) and compound pairs (activity cliffs) can be systematically extracted from the same data structure termed target-compound matrices. Furthermore, these two types of cliffs can be compared to identify and prioritize compounds that are selective and reveal structure-activity relationship (SAR) information.